To: Administration contacts points for implementation information and WGFM, WGSE, EFIS/MG and PT SE19 lists

Date: 5 December 2014

National Fixed Service Implementation in EFIS in relation to ERC/ECC Recommendations

ECO Circular Letter

Dear Colleagues,

The ECO Frequency Information System (EFIS) includes now the possibility to provide accurate implementation information about the channelisation arrangements for Fixed Services (FS)\(^1\). The database also provides graphical visualisations of these channelisation arrangements.

The concept was agreed with WGFM / EFIS/MG in cooperation with WGSE/PT SE19 and endorsed by WGSE.

Together with ECC Report 173 (providing information on the quantitative use of the Fixed Service in FS bands), it is considered that this provides adequate spectrum information about the FS, as was indicated in CEPT Report 46.

Administrations are now kindly requested to provide the up-to-date national implementation information for FS by going through the list of FS related to ERC/ECC Recommendations\(^1\) and by indicating the status. Status information can be provided for each single channel arrangement of each Recommendation. It is also possible to add comments or further information (e.g. a file or link) in relation to these entries, pointing out national implementation details (e.g. additional opportunities or restrictions).

Please note that as a consequence, the office will withdraw the FS implementation information in the documentation database (www.ecodocdb.dk) for these ERC/ECC Recommendations. Instead, we will provide a link to EFIS. An excerpt of the available implementation information in the documentation database is attached as it could potentially be used when providing the data in EFIS (Annex 1).

Furthermore, Annex 2 provides information about the possibilities to enter information on FS implementation in EFIS.

---

\(^1\) http://www.efis.dk/views2/fixedservicerecommendations.jsp
This is a one-time, non-recurrent effort. Afterwards, only information for new implementation or changes in the implementation would need to be maintained.

If not provided so far, it is possible to request a specific FS user account for your country for updating the national information on FS implementation in EFIS.

You are kindly invited to contact the Office to obtain such an account:

To: Bente Pedersen
   preferably by e-mail: bente.pedersen@eco.cept.org

In case of further questions, the office will provide support.
Contacts: thomas.weber@eco.cept.org (EFIS); jean-philippe.kermoal@eco.cept.org (SE19)
Please provide also feedback or proposals for amendment of the tool to the above contacts.

Alternatively, you have the possibility to fill in the spreadsheets in annex 3 and leave it to the ECO to fill in the data in EFIS on your behalf.

Yours faithfully,

Mark Thomas
Director ECO

Attached
Annex 1: FS related implementation information in the documentation database
Annex 2: description/manual on filing in data in EFIS about FS implementation
Annex 3: Excel sheets FS Implementation in EFIS
Annex 4: List of already existing EFIS FS country accounts.